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ABSTRACT. In this paper we are going to present a theory of parameterized abstract 
datatypes as the model-theoretic level of parameterized specifications. We will show that 
parameterized abstract datatypes allow us to model the main approaches to the semantics 
of parameterized specifications, the loose approach (e.g. [GB90]) and the free functor 
semantics (e.g. [TWW82, EM85]), using the same formalism. As a consequence we 
obtain that, when using data constraints [Rei86, GB90, OSC89, EM90] in a specification 
language, this language is able to cope with both the loose and the free functor semantics 
at the same time. To be independent of a specific logic this theory is developed in the 
context of an arbitrary institution. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Specifications denote on the presentation level a set of formulas (called axioms) over 
some signature E and on the model-theoretic level abstract datatypes, which are classes 
of E-structures. Parameterized specifications are on the presentation level morphisms 
in the category Spee of specifications from a formal parameter specification to a body 
specification, which is an enrichment of the formal parameter. The application of a 
parameterized specification to a specification is then modeled by a pushout in Spec. On 
the model-theoretic level two different approaches have been introduced in the literature. 

In the first one paa'ameterized specifications are viewed as functions or classes of func- 
tions from parameter structures to body structures. These functions are often called 
datatype constructors. The most popular representative of this view is the free functor 
semantics of [TWW82, EM85], which associates to each parameterized specification the 
class of all free functors from the models of the formal parameter specification to those 
of the body. This semantics is e.g. used in the definition of the specification language 
ACT ONE [Cla87]. A more general approach allowing arbitrary datatype constructors is 
presented by Lipeck [Lip82, EGL89]. Another example is the semaatics of EML-functors 
which is a set of functions from parameter structures to body structures [ST88]. 

In the second approach paxameterized specifications axe viewed as functions from classes 
of structures to classes of structures. Representatives are e.g. the specification languages 
ASL [SW83] and Clear [BG80]. Other examples are the concept of loose extensions 
[OSC89], behavioural canons [Rei86] and cells [Sch86]. 

We are going to present a model-theoretic view of paxameterized specifications based 
on parameterized abstract datatypes, which represent functions from abstract datatypes 
to abstract datatypes. A parameterized abstract datatype is a morphism in the category 
A d t  of abstract datatypes from a formal parameter abstract datatype to a body abstract 
datatype, where the structures of the body are strongly persistent extensions of some 
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parameter structures. The application of a parameterized abstract datatype to an actual 
parameter is then modeled by a pushout in Adt .  

If the body of a parameterized abstract datatype B contains for every parameter struc- 
ture a unique strongly persistent extension then B represents a strongly persistent func- 
tor from parameter structures to body structures. Since abstract datatypes are arbitrary 
classes of structures we are able to find for each strongly peristent functor on structures 
a parameterized abstract datatype representing it. 

If the body of B contains for every parameter structure at least one strongly persis- 
tent extension then B represents a function from parameter structures to classes of body 
structures or equivalently a class of strongly persistent functions from parameter struc- 
tures to body structures. Although it is not possible to represent every class of functions 
that way (see [SST90] for details) we are able to show that the class of free functors and 
thus the free functor semantics of a parameterized specification B can be represented by 
a parameterized abstract datatype. In other words, we will present the conditions for 
a parameterized abstract datatype to map the class of initial models of the parameter 
specification specA of B to the class of initial models of the result specification B(specA) .  
A consequence of these conditions is that specification languages in the style of Clear are 
able to model both the loose approach and the free functor approach to the semantics of 
parameterized specifications. 

Since it is possible to model both functions and classes of functions with parameterized 
abstract datatypes we propose to view parameterized abstract datatypes as a basic tool 
for studying the model-theoretic side of parameterized specifications. An application of 
this theory can be found in [Ban90] where it is used to study parameterized specifications 
in the presence of behavioural abstraction. 

Our treatment is a slight generalization of the approach by Burstall and Goguen [BG80, 
GB90]. They view the semantics of a specification spec as a theory  which can in turn be 
seen as the class of all structures satisfying the axioms of spec  1 and the semantics of a 
parameterized specification as a theory morphism. In our approach we allow arbitrary 
classes of structures not only those that can be represented by a set of formulas. An 
approach similar to ours can be found in [Lip82, EGL89] with the exception that Lipeck 
requires a functor from the models of the parameter to those of the body in addition to 
an abstract datatype morphism. 

The theory of parameterized abstract datatypes will be developed in the framework of 
an arbitrary institution [GB90] and thus be independent of a specific logic. By doing this 
we will summarize the results on the existence of amalgamated sums and its implication 
in the amalgamation and extension lemma found in the literature (see [EM85, Lip82, 
WE85, EPO89, Poi89] among others). 

To summarize, the approach of the present paper is in spirit similar to the ones men- 
tioned before. Our technical improvement is that we only employ a minimal number of 
primitive requirements for our treatment of parameterized specifications. 

1In [GB90] a theory is really seen as a set of formulas closed under logical consequence. See also 
footnote 8. 
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2. SPECIFICATIONS AND ABSTRACT DATATYPES 

2.1. I n s t i t u t i o n s .  The notion of institution has been introduced by Goguen and Burstall 
[GB90] to define the semantics of the specification language Clear [BGS0] independent 
of an underlying logic. An institution is parameterized by the notion of signatures, of 
interpretations of signatures, of formulas over a signature and by the notion of validity of 
a formula in an interpretation of a signature. 

Def in i t ion  2.1 ( I n s t i t u t i o n ) .  An institution Z = (Sign, Mod, Sen, ~) consists of 

• a category of signatures Sign; 
. a functor Mod: Sign ~ Ca t  °p assigning to each signature E the category of all 

possible interpretations of the "symbols" in E and to each signature morphism 
cr: E --~ E' a forgetful functor Mod(~r): Mod(E') --* Mod(E) 2. The objects in 
Mod(E) will be called structures; 

• a functor Sen: Sign --+ Set ,  assigning to each signature E the set of formulas 
that can be build from symbols of E and to each signature morphism a:  E ~ E' 
a translation Sen(a) 3 of E-formulas to E'-formulas; 

• and a family of satisfaction relations ~ = (~r.C IMod(E)I × ]Sen(E)i)~lSignl  , 
indicating if a E-formula f is valid in a structure m (m I=z f or for short m ~- f , )  

where the satisfaction condition holds: 
For all signature morphism ~: E --~ E', formulas f E Sen(E) and structures m' E Mod(E) 

m'l~ ~ f iff m' ~ ~(f) .  

In [GB90] some examples of institutions are given, among them the institution of equa- 
tional logic, conditiona] equational logic, first order logic with and without equality and 
horn clause logic. 

We extend the notion of satisfaction and logical consequence to sets of formulas. Let 
F and F '  be sets of E-formulas, then we write 

m ~ F  iff V f E F : m ~ f a n d  

F ~ F '  means that  F '  is a subset of all logical consequences of F .  

2.2. Speci f ica t ions .  A many-sorted signature and a set of equations form a specification 
in equational logic. Extended to an arbitrazy institution 2" a specification spec = (E, F)  
consists of a signature E E Sign and a set of E-formulas F C_ Sen(E), called the axioms 
of spec. 

A specification morphism ~: (E, F) --* (E', F') is a signature morphisrn ~r: E --* E' 
satisfying F '  1=- a (F) ,  e.g. all formulas in a ( F )  follow from the formulas in F ' .  Specifi- 
cations together with specification morphisms form the category Spec  of specifications. 
This definition of Spec is an extension of the definition of CATSPEC in [EM85] to an 
arbitrary institution as can be found, for instance, in [EM90]. 

Two functors Sign and Mod are defined on Spec,  returning the signature and the 
category of its models, respectively. The functor Sign from Spee to Sign takes each 

2The application of Mod(~r) to a structure m will be written as m]~. 
aThe application of Sen(or) to a formula f will be abbreviated by ~r(f). 
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specification spec = (E, F)  to its signature E and each Spec-morphism to its corre- 
sponding signature morphism. The functor Mod: Adt  -~ Cat  °p maps a specification 
spec = (E, F) to the full subcategory of Mod(E), which has as objects all structures 
satisfying F 4 

IMod(~pee)l := {,~ e Mod(E) I m ~ F}. 
The objects of Mod(spec) are called models of spec. For each Spec-morphism a from 
spec to sped the functor Mod yields the forgetful functor Mod(Sign(~r)) restricted on 
Mod( spec'). 

We define operations on specifications to build new specifications from existing ones. 
The operations used in this paper are the union and translation of specifications. The 
union of two specifications specl = (N, FI} and spec2 = (E, F2) over the same signature 
is given by the union of their axioms: 

specl tA spec2 := (E, F1 U F2). 

If spec = (N,F) is a specification and a: E -o E ~ is a signature morphism, then the 
translation of spec via a is defined by 

cr(spec) := (E', er(F)). 

With these two operations the application of a parameterized specification to actual pa- 
rameters will be formulated. More complex specification building operations can be de- 
fined with the help of this instantiation mechanism. 

2.3. Abs t r ac t  Da ta types .  Abstract datatypes are intended to form the semantic mean- 
ing of a specification. A datatype can be seen as many-sorted signature E together with 
a X-algebra A, where N contains the sorts and operations defined on the datatype a~d 
the algebra A is an interpretation of the symbols in E [GTW76]. An abstract daLatype 
abstracts from a concrete interpretation (algebra) of the symbols in E to a class of inter- 
pretations (class of algebras) having the same "propel'ties." E.g., one might require that 
all algebras in an abstract datatype should be isomorphic to a standard model. This is 
what [GTW76] considers "abstract" to mean in "abstract datatype". Another concept is 
to require that all algebras behave like a standard model [SW83, ST84, Sch86] or to take 
all algebras satisfying a set of formulas (e.g. [BG80]). 

In the context of an arbitrary institution 27 aaa abstract datatype adt = (E, M) consists 
of a signature E E Sign together with a subcategory M of Mod(E). The objects of M 
are called models of adt. 

We do not require M to be a full subcategory of Mod(N) as done in [SW83, ST85, 
EGL89]. One reason is that these requirements are not necessary for the theory developed 
in this paper. The other reason is that we will always have full subcategories anyway. The 
loose and initiM semantics of specification will in arbitrary context yield full subcategories 
and the operations on abstract datatypes defined in this paper will preserve this property. 

An abstract datatype morphism cr from (N, M) to (E', M') is a signature morphism cr 
from N to E' satisfying the condition that the objects and arrows of MSl~ are contained 
in the objects and arrows of M. 5 Abstract datatypes together with abstract datatype 
morphisms form the category Adt  of abstract datatypes [SW83, EGL89, ST85]. 

4The class of objects of a category G are denoted by [CJ and the class of arrows by art(C). 
~M~lq is not required to be a subcategory of M, because MIla may not be a category. 
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As with specifications, the functors Sign and Mod are defined on abstract datatypes, 
yielding its signature and its models. The functor Sign: A d t  ---* Sign takes an abstract 
datatype to its signature and each Adt-morphism to its corresponding signature mor- 
phism. The functor Mod: A d t  --~ C a t  °p returns for each abstract datatype adt = (E, M) 
the category M and for each Adt-morphism (r the forgetful functor Mod(Sign(cr)) re- 
stricted to Mod(adt'). 

Operations on abstract datatypes are used to define new abstract datatypes from ex- 
isting ones. In the literature many operations have been introduced for various purposes. 
For the purpose of this paper we need only union and translation (see [ST85, SW83, 
Lip82, EGL89] for other operations). 

The union of two abstract datatypes adtl and adt2 over the same signature E is given 
by the intersection of their model categories 6 

Sign(adtl Uadt2) := E 
Mod(adtl U adt2) := Mod(adtl) C? Mod(adt~). 

The translation of an abstract datatype adt of signature E by a signature morphism 
a:  E -* E' is defined by 

Sign(cr(adt)) := E' 

[Mod(cr(adt)) t := {m' E [Mod(E')[ [ m'[~, E ]Mod(adt)[} 
arr(Mod(a(adt))) := {h 'E  arr(Mod(E')) [ h't~ E arr(Mod(adt))} 

Evidently, Mod(cr(adt)) is again a category. 

2.4. T h e  S e m a n t i c s  of Speci f ica t ions .  The semantics of a specification is generally 
seen as some function 7 sere taking specifications to abstract datatypes over the same 
signature 

sere: [Spec]-+ [ A d t - - ,  with Sign(~pec) = Sign(~em(spec)). 

It is not required that  all models of sem(spec) satisfy the axioms of spec. This allows for 
instance behavioural semantics, where the models only have to be behaviouraly equivalent 
to models of spec [Sch86]. 

Various concrete semantics of this kind have been defined in the literature. In this 
paper, we are concentrating on the loose [BGS0, SW83] and initial semantics [GTW76] 
of specifications. 

Def in i t ion  2.2 (Loose  Senaant ics) .  The loose semantics of a specification spec is the 
abstract datatype 

loose(spec) := (Sign(spee), Mod(spec)). 

Def in i t ion  2.3 ( In i t ia l  Seman t i c s ) .  The initial semantics of a specification spec is the 
abstract datatype 

init(spec) := (Sign(spec), M), 

where M is the full subcategory of Mod(E) consisting of all initial objects of Mod(spee). 

61q denotes the intersection of two categories by intersecting their classes of objects and of arrows. The 
intersection of two categories again is a category. 

7We do not require sere to be a functor as in the case of initial semantics a nonpersistent Spee- 
morphism has no corresponding Adt-morphism. 
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In an arbitrary institution Mod(init(spec)) may be empty for some specifications. This 
is not the case in many interesting institutions such as the institution of equational logic, 
where any Mod(spec) has an initial object (see e.g. [GTW76]). 

One may ask, if the operations defined on abstract datatypes and those defined on 
specifications are compatible with a given semantics sem, in other words, if 

sem(specl U specs) 

hold true. 

T h e o r e m  2.4. It holds that 

loose(specl U spec~) 

loose(, (spe¢)) 

= sem( pecl) U sem( pec ) and 
= 

= loose(specl) (.J loos~(spee2) and 

=  (toose( pe )), 

for specifications specl, spec2 and spec, with Sign(specl)= Sign(spec2), and a signature 
morphism a from Sign(spec) to a signature E I. 

The last theorem does not hold in the case of initial semantics. Take for example the 
specification BOOL with sort bool and constants true and false of sort bool. The initial 
algebra of BOOL has exactly two elements of sort bool. Now take BOOLF to be BOOL 
together with the equation true = false. The initial algebra of BooLF has only one 
element of sort bool. The union of BoOLF and BOOL yields again BooLF,  but the union 
of init(BOOL) and init(BooLF) has no models. 

As an example for the incompatibility with translation, take the specification BooI, F2, 
where BOOLF2 is BOOL extended by a constant c of sort bool, and a the inclusion 
of Sign(BOoL) in Sign(BooLF2). Then, the initial algebra A of Mod(a(BooL)) = 
Mod(BooLF2) has 3 elements of sort bool, but each algebra B C Mod(~(init(BooL))) 
has only 2 elements of sort booI, because B]~ has to be an initial object of Mod(BooL). 

3. PARAMETERIZATION 

3.1. P a r a m e t e r i z e d  Specifications.  A parameterized specification defines a function 
taking an admissible parameter specification to a result specification. The result spec- 
ification is the parameter extended by the definitions of the body of the parameterized 
specification. This section contains the material about parameterized specifications in 
[EM85] and extends it to an arbitrary institution as, for instance, in [EM90]. 

A parameterized specification consists of a formal parameter specification and a body 
specification, which is an enrichment of the (possibly renamed) formal parameter. 

Defini t ion 3.1 (Pa rame te r i zed  Specification).  
A parameterized specification B ( X  : speeF)[3 : specB iS a Spec-morphism 

~: speCF ~ specB, 

where specf is-called the formal parameter and specB the body of B. 

Each specification which satisfies the requirements of the formal parameter, i.e.,provides 
all symbols (sorts and operations) possibly renamed by a parameter passing morphism a, 
and all formulas of the formal parameter, is an admissible parameter for the parameterized 
specification. 
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Definit ion 3.2 (Admissible Pa rame te r ) .  A specification speeA is an admissible pa- 
rameter for a parameterized specification B ( X  : speeF)p : specB wrt. a parameter passing 
morphism c~: Sign(specg) --* Sign(specA), if c~ is also a Spec-morphism from specF to 
speCA. 

In the following we will say for short specA is an admissible parameter for B and wilt 
assume that the corresponding parameter passing morphism is called 4. 

The application of a parameterized specification B to an admissible parameter is the 
extension of the parameter by the definitions given in the body of B. In equational logic 
this corresponds to the disjoint union of sorts, operations and equations of the parameter 
and the body~ where symbols contained in the formal parameter are not duplicated. 
Therefore this process is modeled on the level of specifications as the construction of a 
pushout object. 

Definit ion 3.3 (Applicat ion).  
The result B(specA) of the application of B ( X  : specf)~ : speCB to an admissible param- 
eter specA is the pushout object spe%o of the following diagram 

specF ~ specB 

specA ~ spe%o 

The existence of pushouts in Spec is guaranteed, whenever the corresponding signatures 
have a pushout in Sign. This is due to the property of the functor Sign to create pushouts. 
In the case where Sign is finitely cocomplete (e.g. has all finite colimits or equivalently 
has an initial object and all pushouts [Mac88]) Spec, too, is finitely cocomplete. Then 
the initial object in Spec is (Eo, 9), where Eo is the initial object in Sign. As shown 
in [EM85] the category of many sorted signatures is finitely cocomplete and therefore 
B(specA) always exists in the institution of equational logic. 

T h e o r e m  3.4 (Sign creates  pushouts) .  A diagram D = speeA ~- specF ~ specB has 

a pushout P = speeA ~ spacpo ~- speeB in Spec, whenever S ign(D)  has a pushout 
PSign in Sign. In this case S ign(P)  equals PSign and 

 pecpo =  '(sp cA) u 

3.2. P a r a m e t e r i z e d  Abs t rac t  Da ta types .  Paxameterized abstract datatypes are in- 
tended to be the semantic counterpart of parameterized specifications..Most constructions 
of this section will hence be the same as in the previous one, except that objects and mor- 
phisms of Ad t  are used instead of the objects and morphisms of Spec. 

This treatment has been proposed by [ST85] and is a slight generalization of [BGS0, 
GB90] where parameterized specifications are semantically viewed as theory morphisms. 
A theory can be seen as an abstract datatype adt, where the models are the models of a 
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specification spec over the same signature 

Mod(adt) = Mod(spec). 

Therefore the category T h  of theories can be understood as a full subcategory of A d t .  s 

A parameterized abstract datatype defines a function mapping abstract datatypes to 
abstract datatypes. The models of the result are extensions of parameter models by the 
new symbols and their interpretation as defined by the body of the parameterized abstract 
datatype. 

Def in i t ion  3.5 ( P a r a m e t e r i z e d  A b s t r a c t  D a t a t y p e ) .  
A parameterized abstract datatype B ( X  : adtF)Z : adtB is an Adt-morphism 

~: adt f  --+ adtB, 

where adtf is called the formal parameter and adtB the body of B. 

Def in i t ion  3.6 (Admiss ib le  P a r a m e t e r ) .  An abstract datatype adtA is an admissible 
parameter wrt. ~ parameter passing morphism a :  Sign(adtf)  --~ Sign(adtA) for a param- 
eterized abstract datatype B ( X  : adtF)~ : adtB if a is an Adt -morphism from adtF to 
adtA. 

As in the case of specifications we will speak of admissible parameters adtA and assume 
the parameter passing morphism is denoted by a. 

Def in i t ion  3.7 (Appl ica t ion) .  The application of B ( X  : adtF)Z : adtB to an admissible 
pal~ameter adtA (B(adtA)) is defined as the pushout object adtpo of the following diagram. 

adtF 

adtA 

fl , adtB 

po. a ~ 

, adtvo 
8' 

As in the case of parameterized specifications the functor Sign: A d t  -* Sign creates 
pushouts [Lip82, $T85, EGL89] and therefore B(adtA) always exists whenever Sign has 
all pushouts. Again we have that A d t  is finitely cocomplete whenever Sign is. The initial 
object in A d t  then is (Eo, Mod(Eo)). Especially for the institution of equational logic 
A d t  is finitely cocomplete. 

T h e o r e m  3.8 (Sign crea tes  P u s h o u t s ) .  A diagram D = adtA ~-- adtv ~-~ adtB has a 
~1 Ccr 

pushout P = adtA ~ adt~o e-- adtB in A d t ,  whenever Sign(D) has a pushout PSign in 
Sign. In this case Sign(P) equals PSign and 

adtpo = fl'(adtA) t3 a'(adtB). 

SAnother characterization of a theory is to consider a theory as a specification, in which the axioms are 
closed under logical consequence. This view is taken by [GB90] and has the disadvantage that theories 
are not closed under union whereas theories seen as abstre~t datatypes are (see theorem 2.4). 
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The application of a parameterized abstract datatype to another parameterized abstract 
datatype can be defined in the same way as it is done for parameterized specifications in 
[EM85]. Due to lack of space, we will omit this construction here. 

3.3. P a r a m e t e r i z e d  A b s t r a c t  D a t a t y p e s  as F u n c t o r s .  In [SST90] it is argued that  
there are two kind of parameterizations, parameterized specifications, which are functions 
on abstract datatypes, and specifications of parametric structures, which are functions 
on structures. Above we have indicated how a parameterized abstract data type can be 
viewed as a function mapping actual parameter abstract datatypes to a pushout abstract 
datatype. This section now studies parameterized abstract datatypes from the viewpoint 
of functions on structures. To do this, the function Bn is defined, describing the effect of 
a parameterized abstract data type B on the models of an admissible parameter  adtA. 

D e f i n i t i o n  3.9 (BR). For a pa~'ameterized abstract datatype B and an admissible pa- 
rameter adtA the function BR takes every model mA of adtA to the set of all models ra of 
B(adtA) with ml#,  = m ~  

BR(mA) := {rn E Mod(B(adtA)) I ml#, = mA}. 

In the same way BR is defined for morphisms hA E Mod(adtA) 

BR(hA) := {h E Mod(B(adtA)) I hi#' = hA}. 

The semantics of an Extended ML functor in [ST88, SST90] can be formulated now 
with the help of parameterized abstract datatypes. For an Extended ML functor 

f u n c t o r  F(X : specp~r) : specbod 

its semantics is defined as a function F, cm mapping a model m of spe%~ to a set of models 
of specbod 

F,~,~(m) := {ms E Mod(speCbod) l mslspecp~ = m}. 
But this is the definition of BR(mA) for a parameterized abstract data type 

where t is the injection of specp~ into speCbod. 

Def in i t i on  3.10 ( C o n s i s t e n c y ) .  A parameterized abstract datatype B is consistent for 
an admissible parameter adtA, if for every model mA and morphism hA of Mod(adtA) the 
sets BR(mA) and BR(hA) are not empty. B is called consistent, if B is consistent for all 
admissible parameters. 

If a parameterized abstract datatype B is consistent for adtA, then B can be viewed as 
a family of functions ~ from Mod(adtA) to Mod(B(adtA)) given by 

.T" := ( F :  l~4od(adtA) --~ A4od(B(adtA)) ] F(mA) E BR(mA)). 

Note that,  if there exists a strongly persistent functor F from the models of adtA to 
the models of B(adtA) wrt. Mod(~'), 9 then B is consistent for adtA. Take for example a 
model mA of adtA, then, because F i s t  strongly persistent, F(mA)I#' equals mA. Therefore 
F(mA) is an element of BR(mA) and BR(mA) not empty. 

9that is, Mod(fl')F = Id. 
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Defini t ion 3.11 (Uniqueness) .  A parameterized abstract datatype B is called unique 
for an admissible parameter adtA if for every object mA and morphism hA of Mod(adtA) 
BR(rnA) and BR(hA) contain at most one element. 

B is called unique if it is unique for every admissible parameter. 

T h e o r e m  3.12 (Pa ramete r i zed  Abs t r ac t  D a t a t y p e s  as Functors ) .  
If a parameterized abstract datatype B is unique and consistent for an admissible param- 
eter adtA, then there exists a unique strongly persistent functor BF from Mod(adtA) to 
Mod(B(adtA)). 

For every object mA and morphism hA of Mod(adtA) BE is defined by the only element 
of BR(mA) and Bn(hA). 

3.4. Semant ics  of Pa rame te r i zed  Specifications.  In the loose approach to abstract 
datatypes the semantics of a parameterized specification is a parameterized abstract data- 
type (e.g. [BG80]), while in the initial approach the semantics is the class of all left adjoint 
functors 1° to the forgetful functor Mod(fl) [TWW82, EM85, EGL89]. 

For the loose approach we have 

ploose(B(X: 8p cE)  : sp e.) := B ( X :  : 

It is now natural to ask for compatibility with the corresponding semantics of specifica- 
tions. The semantics of the parameterized specification psem(B) applied to the semantics 
of an actual parameter specification sem(specA) should be the same as the semantics of 
the pushout B(specA) 

pse, (B)(sem(specA)) = sem(B(sp  A)). 

The compatibility of pIoose with loose is a result of the compatibility of the union and 
the translation of specifications with loose semantics (see theorem 2.4), because 

ploos (B)(loose(sp c )) = / '(loose(spec,)) U. ' ( loose(spec , ) )  
- -  loose(/ '(specA) U . ' ( spe¢ , ) )  
= loose(B(specA)). 

Another useful result is that for a paxameterized specification B and a parameterized 
abstract datatype B'  we have, if Mod(adti) is a subcategory of Mod(speci) (i = F, B, A), 
then Mod(B'(adtA)) is a subcategory of Mod(B(specA)) or in other words, if the models 
of adti satisfy the formulas of speci, then the models of B'(adtA) satisfy the formulas of 
B(specA). 

The inital approach to the semantics of parameterized specifications and their compat- 
ibility with init is more complex and will be treated in section 5. 

t°Because all leR adjoint funetors are isomorphic, the semantics of a parameterized specification is 
often regarded as only one free functor. 
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4. AMALGAMATED SUM AND EXTENSION LEMMA 

4.1. Amalgamat ion .  It is desirable to construct the models of B(adtA) from the models 
of the parameter adtA and the models of the body adtB. But in an arbitrary institution 
there may be no extension m of a model mA of adtA in Mod(B(adtA)), although an 
extensi6n of mA]~ exists in Mod(adtB). For the construction of B(adtA) from adtA and 
adtB to exist, the institution Z has to have unique amalgamated sums. 

Defini t ion 4.1 ( A m a l g a m a t e d  Sum).  An institution 2" = {Sign, Mod, Sen, ~-) has 
unique amalgamated sums, if for every pushout 

°I 
~A 

po. (3~ t 

8' 

in Sign the following holds: 
For every m B E  Mod(~B) and mA E Mod(~A), with mBl~ = mF = m A l a  , there exists a 
unique m E Mod(~po) with 

ml~, = mA and m]~, = roB. 

Moreover, for every two morphisms hs E Mod(~s)  and hA E Mod(~A) with hs]~ = 
hE = hAla, there exists a unique morphism h E Mod(~po) with 

hlz, = hA and h[,~, = hs. 

The structure m and morphism h are called amalgamat'ed sum or amalgamation [EM85] 
of mB and mA wrt. mF and of hs and hA wrt. hF, respectively. We will write in this case 

m = m B  +mF mA and 

h = hB+a~hA, 

respectively. 

The institution of equational logic and all examples of institutions found in [GB90] have 
unique amalgamated sums [EM85, ST85], including first order predicate logic. 

A characterization for an institution to have unique amalgamated sums is that the 
functor Mod from Sign to Cat  °p transforms pushouts in Sign to pullbacks in Cat.  

T h e o r e m  4.2. An institution ~ = (Sign, Mod, Sen, ~)  has unique amalgamated sums, 
iff Mod preserves pushouts, that is, Mod transforms pushouts in Sign to pullbacks in 
Cat .  

The existence of unique amalgamated sums is characteristic for pullbacks in Cat .  A 
proof that pullbacks follow from the existence of unique amalgamated sums is part of the 
amalgamation lemma of [EM85]. A proof for the other direction is given in [Lip82] and 
[WESS]. 
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The last theorem is important, as it shows that the existence of amalgamated sums 
depends only on the category of signatures Sign and the functor Mod of an institution, 
but not on the form of the sentences or the satisfaction relation. This means that since 
equational logic has unique amalgamated sums so does for instance conditional equational 
logic. 

T h e o r e m  4.3 (Amalgamat ion  Lemma) .  
If an institution has unique amalgamated sums then, for each pushout in Adt  

adtF 

adtA 

adtB 

~0 . 0/. ! 

* a d t p o  
8' 

and for any two structures ma E Mod(adtA) and mB E Mod(adtB) with mAI. = mF = 
mBl~ their amalgamation mA +,~F mB is in Mod(adtpo). 

Conversely, for every model m of adtpo there exist structures m a E Mod(adta) and 
mB E Mod(adtB) such that m is the amalgamation o f  m A  and mB. 

This also holds for morphisms hi of Mod(adt,) 5 = F, B, A, po). 

The proof follows directly from the definition of adtpo because Mod(adtpo) can be re- 
formulated as 

Mod(adtpo) = {m ]m]~, e Mod(adtA) and ml~, e Mod(adtB)}. 

The amalgamation lemma mainly states that the model categories of the abstract data- 
types, together with the forgetful functors, form a pullback in Cat .  

4.2. Extens ion  Lamina.  As a result of the amalgamation lemma, the models of B(adtA) 
can be constructed from the models of the actual parameter and the body. This unique 
construction allows to extend properties, which hold for the formal parameter, to M1 ad- 
missible parameters. These lemmata are usually called extension lemmata. The classical 
extension lemma [EM85] is the unique extension of a free functor F from Mod(specF) 
to Mod(specs) which is strongly persistent wrt. Mod(fl) to a strongly persistent, free 
functor F '  from Mod(specA) to Mod(B(specA)) wrt. Mod(fl')in equational logic. The 
proof of this extension lemma depends only on the existence of unique amalgamated 
sums and thus can be formulated more abstract in an arbitrary institution as follows (s.a. 
[Lip82, EGL89, EP089, Poi89]): 

T h e o r e m  4.4 (Extens ion L e m m a  I). If an institution has unique amalgamated sums, 
then the following holds: 
Given a pushout in Adt  
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adtF • adtB 

a[ po. a' 

adtA . . . . . . .  adtpo 

and a functor F: Mod(adtf) --+ Mod(adts) 

(1) If F is strongly persistent wrt. Mod(/3), then there exists a unique functor F' from 
Mod(adtA) to Mod(adtpo) which is strongly persistent wrt. Mod(/Y) with 

F o Mod(a) = Mod(a') o F'. 

(2) Moreover, if F is strongly persistent and left adjoint to Mod(fl), then F' is left 
adjoint to Mod(~'). 

The functor F' is defined as follows. For each structure mA and morphism hA in 
Mod(adtA) we have: 

:= +m lo F(mAi ) and 

F'(hA) := hA +hAlo F(hA]a). 

It is not necessary that F(mf)]Z = mR for all models mR of adtF to get a strongly 
persistent functor F '  from Mod(adtA) to Mod(B(adtA)). It suffices that F restricted on 
Mod(adtA)l~ is strongly persistent, since only for models m A of adtA it is required that 
F(mA]~)I~ equals mA]~ to make the amalgamation in the definition of F '  work. 

T h e o r e m  4.5 (Extension L e m m a  II).  If an institution ~ has unique amalgamated 
sums and if a parameterized abstract datatype B is consistent for its formal parameter, 
then B is consistent for all admissible parameters. 

If B is unique for its formal parameter, then it is unique for all admissible parameters. 

This holds, because for each model mA of adta, BR(mA) can be uniquely constructed 
from the amalgamated sums of mA and the elements of Bn(mA Is), therefore B is consistent 
and unique for adtA, whenever B is consistent and unique for its formal parameter. 

5. COMPATIBILITY OF pinit WITH INITIAL SEMANTICS 

The importance of free functors F in the initial semantics of paraaneterized specifica- 
tions is the fact that they construct for each model mA of the actuM parameter specifica- 
tion a universal arrow (ran, ~/: mA --* F(mA)]p,) from ma to Mod(/5'). A universal arrow 
has the property that, if m A is an initial object in Mod(specA), then F(mA) is an initial 
object in Mod(B(specA)). 

Defini t ion 5.1 (Universal  Arrow).  Given a functor V: D --~ C and a morphism 
from c to V(d) then (c, y) is a universal arrow from c to V, if for every f :  c ~ Y(d') in 
C there exists a unique morphism/:  d --+ d' in D with V(fi)q = f. 

The notion of fl-freeness defined here, is a special case of an universal arrow, where T/ 
is the identity. 
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Defini t ion 5.2 (5- f ree) .  Be /3: specF ~ spece a Spec-morphism. A model ms  of 
spece is called Z-free, if {meI.,  is a universal from ' el. to Mod(5). 

It is important to notice that this definition of fl-freeness does not require an adjunction; 
but if for every mF 6 Mod(specf) a/9-free model me of spece exists, then any choice 
of a model mB for each mR determines a free functor from Mod(specF) to Mod(spece) 
[Mac88] which is strongly persistent wrt. Mod(5). 

This definition of 5-freeness is equivalent to the one found in [GB90]. In [GB90] me 
is 5-free, if there exists a free extension of mela which is isomorphic to ms  via the 
counit morphism e,~ B. Our notion seems to be more appropriate if we do not assume 
the existence of an adjoint situation while the definition of [GB90] is easier to check 
in the presence of an adjunction. Similar requirements to 5-freeness are the core of 
the definitions of data constraints [GB90], initial restrictions [Rei86] and free generating 
constraints [WE85, Ehr89, 0SC89]. 

L e m m a  5.3. Let m be 5-free for a Spee-morphism fl from specF to spece and be m' a 
model of specB isomorphic to m, then m' is 1g-free, too. 

In the case where unique amalgamated sums exist, the fl-freeness of a structure me 
extends to the fl'-freeness of a structure m with ml~, = ms.  

L e m m a  5.4 (Extens ion L e m m a  III) .  I f  an institution has unique amalgamated sums, 
then the following holds: 
Given a pushout in Spec 

specF * speCB 

c~ [ p o . ~' 

specA , specro 

5' 

and a fl-free model mB of spece, then each model m of specro with ml~, =mB is if-free. 

Now we can proceed to define a semantic function pinit on parameterized specifications 
which is compatible with the initial semantics of specifications. The trick is to only allow 
fl-free extensions of formal parameter models as the models of the body. 

Definit ion 5.5 (plait). The initial semantics pinit(B) of a parameterized specification 
B ( X  : specF)~ : specB is defined as the parameterized abstract datatype B ( X  : ad~F)[3 : 
adtB, where 

* adtF = loose(specF) and 
• adtB = (Sign(specB), {m 6 Mod(spece) I m is fl-free}), n 

The following theorem is more general then needed for the compatibility of pinit with 
init. It handles the case where Mod(adtf) is an arbitrary subcategory of Mod(specf). 
This can be useful when excluding unwanted admissible parameters. Take, for example, 
as formal parameter the specification of a partial order in equational logic. A part of 

nthe full subcategory of Mod(Sign(specB)) is meant. 
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this specification is a specification of BOOL with sort bool. An admissible parameter 
may be a specification which defines a partial order together with a new constant of 
sort booI and no equations involving the new constant. This parameter is admissible as 
long as all equalities of the formal parameter follow from the admissible parameter, but 
its initial model has at least 3 elements of sort bool and therefore, we would not like 
to have this model as an admissible parameter. With the use of data constraints (e.g. 
[GB90, Rei86, Ehr89, OSC89]) we could have added a constraint to the formal parameter 
specification ensuring that the BOOL part of any partial order is the initial Boolean 
algebra. 

T h e o r e m  5.6. /n an institutuion I which has unique amalgamated sums, the following 
holds: 
Given a parameterized specification B ( X  : specF)t~ : specB, a parameterized abstract data- 
type Ba(X : adtFo)Za : adtB. and a specification specA such that 

(1) Sign(Z) = Sign(Zo), 
(2) Mod(adtF.) is a subcategory of Mod(specF), 
(3) IMod(adtB.)l = {m E Mod(spccB) l m is Z-free and ml~ e Mod(adtf.)} 
(4) Ba is consistent for its formal parameter, 
(5) specA is an admissible parameter for B, 
(6) init(specA) is an admissible parameter for B~ and 
(7) init(specA) has at least one model 

then 
Bo(init(specA)) = init(B( pec. )). 

Proof. (C) Assume m A  is  a n  initial object of Mod(specA) and m is an element of Ban(ran). 
Because of the extension lemma for Z-freeness (lemma 5.4) and the fact that mid, is/3- 
free, m is Z'-free. Then m is also an initial object of Mod(B(specA)) since ml~, = mA is 
initial in Mod(specA). 

(D) For each initial object m of Mod(B(specA)) it is to show that mla, is an initial 
object of Mod(specA), ml~, is Z-free and (m[~,)l ~ is a model of adtF.. If mla, is an initial 
object of Mod(specA) then (mla,)l~ = (m]a,)l ~ is a model of adtF. because init(specA) is 
an admissible parameter for Ba. 

Since Mod(init(specA)) is not empty and Ba is consistent, there exists, due to the 
first part of this proof, an inital object m' of Mod(B(speca)) such that re'l#, is an initial 
object of Mod(specA) and m'l~, is Z-free. Then m t has to be isomorphic to m and, because 
initiality and Z-freeness are closed under isomorphism and functors preserve isomorphism, 
we have that ml#, is initial in Mod(speca) and ml~, is Z-free. El 

Corol lar  5.7 (Compa t ib i l i t y  of  plait with  initial semant ics) .  In an institutuion I 
which has unique amalgamated sums, the following holds: 
Given a parameterized specification B ( X  : speca)l~ : specB and an admissible parameter 
specA such that 

(1) pinit(B) is consistent for its formal parameter and 
(2) Mod(specA) has an initial object 

then 
pinit( B)(specn) = init( B(specA) ) 
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The conditions for the compatibility of pinit with init are equivalent to those for the cor- 
rectness of parameter passing in the free functor semantics of [TWW82, EM85]. The con- 
dition that init(specA) has at least one model is always true in equational logic [GTW76]. 
Because pinit(B) is consistent for adtF, there exists for each mR 6 Mod(specF) a structure 
ms E pinit(B)R(mf) which is fl-free. Any choice of a structure mB for each rnf deter- 
mines a unique left adjoint functor F from Mod(specF) to Mod(specB) [MacS8], where F 
is strongly persistent wrt. Mod(fl). The extension lemma for consistency (lemma 4.5) and 
for fl-freeness (lemma 5.4) then yield a functor F '  from Mod(specA) to Mod(B(specA)) 
and therefore correspond to the classical extension lemma for a strongly persistent, free 
functor in [EM85]. 

On the other hand each strongly persistent, free functor F:  Mod(specF) --* Mod(specB) 
induces an abstract datatype adtB, where Mod(adtB) is F(Mod(specF)) closed under 
isomorphism. Then all models of adtB are fl-free and the pararneterized abstract data- 
type B(X : adtF)t~ : a d t B  is consistent because F yields for each mR 6 Mod(specy) a 
fl-free structure F(rnF) with F(mF) E BR(mF). 

6. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK 

In this paper we have presented a theory of parameterized abstract datatypes to study 
the model theory of parameterized specifications. We have shown that the most funda- 
mental approaches to the semantics of parameterized specifications, the loose and initial 
approach, can be modeled within this theory. 

Using dataconstraints and constraint institutions as introduced by Burstall and Goguen 
[GB90, BG80] for the semantics of Clear, we coax formulate the initial semantics of a 
parameterized specification B in an institution 27 by the loose semantics of a parameterized 
specification B' in the corresponding constraint institution C(I). For each B there is a 
B' such that pinit(B) equals ploose(B'). Thus it is possible in the software development 
process to proceed in one and the same specification language from loose requirement 
specifications to more aaad more concrete specifications, representing, in the final stage, 
exactly one model up to isomorphism,. 

This approach has been taken by Orejas et al. [OSC89] for the specific institution of 
equational logic with constraints. Their loose extensions can be modeled by consistent 
parameterized abstract datatypes and parameter passing is done by the notion of re- 
finement. They also give proof theoretic conditions for the consistency of parameterized 
abstract datatypes where the models of the formal parasneter are those satisfying a set of 
equations together with a set of constraints. 

A similar approach to that of Orejas et al. is taken by R.eichel [Rei86]. There initiality 
restrictions together with behavioural semantics ar6investigated in conditional equational 
logic. The difference is that the body of a parameterized dbstract datatype is required 
to be a recursive extension of the parameter. A recursive extension of a parameter corre- 
sponds roughly to a free extension of that parameter. It is not possible to formulate loose 
extensions of the formal parameter. 

The purpose of the use of constraints by Ehrig in [Ehr89] is to eliminate unwanted 
admissible parameter specifications that can not be eliminated by adding equations only. 
E.g., if the formal parameter contains a specification of the booleans using only equations 
then a parameter specification with true and false equated could not be avoided as 
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an admissible parameter. Constraints are not used to abandon the free functor in the 
semantics of parameterized specifications as done in this paper, thus it is not possible to 
model the loose semantics of parameterized specifications of Clear. 

In the course of our studies we have motivated two desirable requirements an institution 
should satisfy. The category Sign of signatures should be finitely cocomplete to ensure 
that all applications of parameterized specifications and parameterized abstract datatypes 
to specifications and abstract datatypes are well defined. Secondly, the functor Mod 
should preserve finite colimits. This is necessary for the existence of unique amalgamated 
sums and therefore for an amalgamation and extension lemma. These requirements axe 
fullfilled in many interesting institutions such as equational logic, conditional equational 
logic, horn clause logic and first order predicate logic with and without equality. 

Both requirements allow us also to define constraints that  describe the initiality of a 
structure m" in the category of the models of a specification spec. If m is fl-free for 
fl: speco ~ spec, where ~peco is the initial object in Spec,  then m is an initial object 
in Mod(spec).  Since speco is initial in Spec,  fl always exists. If M o d  preserves finite 
colimits it takes the initial object of Sign to the terminal object 1 of Ca t .  Because 1 
contains exactly one object this object is trivially initial in 1 and so is m in Mod(spec) if 
m is fl-free. 

The theory presented in this paper is based mainly on pushouts but it should be easy to 
extend to arbitrary colimits. These are useful when defining more complex parameterized 
specifications as in [Kre89] or when dealing with environments of shared specifications as 
in [BG80]. 

A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s .  This paper is an extension of a part of my diploma thesis at the 
University of Dortmund [Ban90]. I would like to thank my supervisor Haxald Ganzinger 
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